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.rtxPerimental Program fbt-thb-irAProvement of to competency in Beading.

.-_-
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- , ,

----7-----

A comparison between remedial reading classroom instruction and specialized
remedial reading instruction outside of the regular classroom. i

I. NARRATIVE'BEPORT.

A. Program Goal.

The basic goal of the program was to establish an inservice training

program to increase teacher competency in reading.

t.

B. Program Operation.

A language arts reading center.was established,. It served as a demon-

stration site and as an inservice training center. The demonstration site

consisted of: First, a readinf clinic that provided a remedial reading pro,

gram for disabled readers; Second, a reading, materials center that provided

teacher access to approximately one hundred published Materials including

audio-visual material, basal reading series, standardized reading tests,

reading journals, various professional'books d teacher made materials"; and,

Third, an inservice training center that provided for large.group consultant

sessions and small group vieing of videotaped demonstrations of various

reading instructional techniquesy.

. - gaining program was conducted for the three pro-

gram years: The inservice training program consisted of a minimum of five

days of summer workshops and nine Saturday workshops during-the course of

the school year. The workshops were conducted by university personnel w6

A
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, . had demonstrated competency in thlifield of reading.. In conjunction with

'' the workshops, each teacher wa rovided released time a minimum of three

half-days during the school year. At this time the classroom teacher viewed

_demonstrf-t-ion classes- -and consulted-with- the -e1ini staff member-8 The-elass-

room teachers received a $15 stipend for attendance at each session.

A master teacher cooperating with the Classroom teacher was alSo

tined as a part of the inservice-trainjnefrogram.

The clinic center was made available to the teachers as a reading resource

center. A complete explanation of reading resource cones g reading material

was presented' pon teacher request.

C. GoalAccompj.ishment.

Teacher competency was increased as indicated by the statistical eval-
,

uation of Teacher Objective One'(page 52),.Teacher Objective Three (page 54,

55) and Teacher Objective Four (page 55, 57). A summary objectkre identified

as'Teacher Objective Five for evaluating teacher competency (page 58) indi-

cated that the teacher4 demonstrated statistical gain In relationship to

competency accomplishment for the second year. Although additional gain was

indicated for the third program year, the data was not statistical significant.

D. Unique Aspects of the Program.and Problems Encountered.

-Comparison oftwo.methods ofremedialremedial reading instruction.

The first year of program operation provided interesting statistical

results in that no statistical difference could be dem strated in favor of

children receiving special reading treatment at the clinic when compared to
- =

children receiving regu r classroom instruction.

. .

'The program evaluator and the clinic staff attributed the failure of the -

.
-,...

.1%

clinic treatment students to demonstrate gain to the success of the inservice
. .

7 -IV
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training program in preparing teachers to deal with children having reading/914"k

problems in the regular classroom.

The new .ro ect director 'William Davis 'was am lo d f r the's

.L...ject year. Me-questioned-the result- of the-first-projeet year-and_witk the_-____.:___-:

assistance of two evaluators, Mr. James JO

)
son, Ph.D., Psy., and Mr. Gary'

tgenRamseyer, Ph.D., Psy., of Illinois Sta University, Normal, Illinois, de-

termined that an attempt should be made to compare the clinic approach to

an approach featuring a specialist assisting the teacher within the classroom.

Therefore, three groups were established (see II-Evaluation Data, page 18).
z..t' .

The center students were classified as Experimental Group I and received

a minimum of twojialf days of individualized reading instruction. A master

teacher possessing major college work in reading was responsible for diag-

nosing, prescribing and implementing each student's individualized reading

program. 4'

The classroom students were classified as Experimental Group II and

received special classroom attention. The master teacher aided the class-
/.

room teacher in diagnosing, prescribing and implementing an individualized

reading program for students who demonstrated reading disabilities. The

control school students were identified as Control Group and did not receive

program treatment

The statistical results (page 19-24, Part II, Evaluation Data) indicated

that the classroom, students identifed as ExperimenLal Group II demonstrated

7

:greater gain in reading than the students attending the center (Experimental
,.

A

Group I)-and the control school students. The students were
,

An attempt 1,o classify students in Experimental Group II

willingness oA the teacher to participate in,the program was

compared as a group.

according to the

not made. Same

t acHers did participate-reluctantly and others gave wholehearted participa-
,

Teacheii h did not want to participate and utilize the master teacher*s w o

V 8,
1
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in a cooperati4 claSsrodkenture wefe required to sign a statempit to that
,

Eiffebt.
..

In essence tie participating classroom teacher was required to utilize the

services of a master teacher. The master teachers were scheduled.to'spend

'a minimum of 1/2 hour per week in the classroom With the participating teachers.
o

However, the classroom teachers felt and expressed to the project director

dissatisfaction with beitg-coerced into utilizing the master teacher. For

that reason the project director'arid the evalytors determined that it was

necessary to change the procedure and allow the teachers to utilize the master

teachers at their option.

Therefore the third year of the program differed only in the procedure

of having the mast.ezteacher spen d a minimum of One-half hour per week in the,

classroom. The classroom teaeher'wes given the option to .utilize or not to

utilize the master teacher. The statistical results of tI third program

year demonstrated no statistical differences among Experimental Group I,

Experimental Group II and the Control Group. (See evaluation data 25 through 30).

E. A brief summary of major program findings and a recommendation for a
research proposal.

The results OP'coiparing program year one, year two add year three indicate

two major conclusions. First, the utilization of a master reading teacher as

a cooperative teacher to aid the claSsro00 teacher in diagnosing, preScribing

and implementing reading programs in the clasproomfOr students demonstrating-

reading disgbilities is superior to removing childrenith demonstrated.-reading

disabilities from_the clasaroom for reading ineitruction-by aereading specialist.

Second, teapher, competency can be increased by the utilization of an in-
/

service training program, but the indication is that the teacher should receive

-cooperative classro* assistance from a reading specialist at least a minimum

of one .'half hoUr per week on a definite assighid basis.,
VI
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A survey of reading programs (Title I, E,S.E.A.) indi ates that 82% of

ramedillgsrre thl_gudept identified as a disabled reader

from the classroom,far'sbecial reading instruction. The re= lts of this pro-

I

'Structionls questionable.'

Therefore a longitudinal study should be undertaken to determ e the most

efficieht means of improving the plight of the disabled reader. It is there-

fore recommended that three groups be established utilizing a statiscal

design that compares large grotip performance and individual performance and

reduces: -the number of variables that effect outcomes.

,,''The treatment groups should be Identified as:

1. A groups receiving instruction based upon a cooperative master reading

teacher/classroom teacher diagnosis, prescription and implementation of
.

reading programs in-the classroom for students identified as disabled

readers.

2. Master reading teacher who diagnoses, prescribes, and implements a

remedial reading program outside of the regular classroom for students

identified as disabled readers.

-3. A control school not utilizing the master teacher concept within or

outside of the classroom. Specifically, the control school would make

no special.effort to attack the. disabled reading problem other than

hkvingthe regular classrodm teacher deal directly with the problem of

the, disabled reader. ,»

,

To guarantee Participation and to hold the "hap effect" constant, the ,

groups should be selected from ongoing programs.

This type of selection, although difficult in the initial group identifica-

tion stage, will provide the be;t statistical data and will guarantee a truly

random sample.. .10
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The teachers identified in Groups I and II should be div ded equally
1

huuld be e

-difference uigou1i b that inriartemsive-

conahicted for half 13f-the-teacher

be conducted by university personnel and should-be conductdd o aide of the

regular school setting.

The data should'provide information concerning: the relationship,

between teacher competency and student achievement 2) the efficacy of re -

e'x
medial reading in the classroom,with specialist assistancy as opposed to

special instruction outside of the regular classroomL and 3) the most efficient

means of increasing teacher competency in relation to reading instruction.

VIII
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SECTION I.

r--,--.1Teache Obl&ctive One ---,,,First Yea -. 971-721'

' Tea rs in grades 1-3 who participate in inservice sessions at
the eater will demonstrate competency in diagrpsing reading
skills to

/

90% criterion.

The objective was expanded; therefore the target group of par-
ticipating teachers changed-each year--the first project year
dealt with teachers of grades one through three; the second pro-

,- ject year with teachers of grades four through six; and the third
project /ear with teachers of grades seven and eight. The statis-
tical design for the second and third years was changed from 90%
competency to, a mean gain significant at the 5%.1evei.

Evaluation - First Year - 1971-72.

An analysis of the results are .as follows:© Of the 12 teachers
taking the tests only teltcher 9 achieved the 90% competency level
of performance criterion established for this objective. The

other teachers scoreci in the following patterns: teacher 1--87%;
teacher's 2,5, anal3sdored in the 70% range; teachers 4, 10
and' 12.scored in the 60% range; teachers 3, 6 andal scored in
the 50% rAnge. The mean spore of the group wit* 88. "Why didn't
the majority of teachers achieve 9Q% competency in diagnosing
oral reading problems?" SeVeral factors seem related to th0
questions Firkqt, mastery of the symbols that teachers used to'
recording the oral reading errors took longer than expected.
Second, using the diagnostid instrument requires considerable
pradtice-L-perhaps.a short-coming of our inservice program. This
.became evident when the Paderborn itaff attempted to record the
errors and found additional errors with each playback of the

videotape. Third, the teachers had more difficulty recording
the types of'errors than they did in identifying them. The
most difficulty they hadwas in recording the-comprehensidon
questions accuratel Although they were able. to record these
questions with 916 accuracy, forty percent of their responses
were incorrect This pulled the group sco down to 51% (91-40)
accuracy in identif*ng 6ral reading errors, accuracy in
identifying comprehension errors, and 64% accur in recording
oral reading errors. The teachers' lowest scores ere.in re-
cording errors. IF



- Teacher Objective One =- Second Year .1972-73.,

Teachers in grades four) five and six, who participate in in-
service training sessions at the.Center will show significant

(--

gains at the 5% level.in the ability to diagnose reading behavior.

Evaluation - Second Year - 1972-73.

t-laThe score which was used in the evaluation of is objective was
based on the diagnostic evaluation of three passages containing
a total of 18 decisions by the participating teachers. The mean
szain,score was 2.11, despite an observed negative gain of -6.
OPthe 18 teachers for whom both pretest and posttest scores
ware available, all but 4 showed improvementLdpring the period
of the experiment, and only one failed to do as well on the post-

test as on the pretest. Th t-value for the mean gain score
was found to he 3:25, w is significant at the .01 level wigs
17 degrees of freedom.

The observed improvement indiagnostic skills (p .01) can be
interpreted as meeting or exceeding the stated objective which .

sought differences significant at the .05 level. This improve-
Anent in diagnostic ability is perhaps less significant in its,

having met this objective than in the demonstration of the re-
lationship between adequate diagnostic skills and an effective

program in reading impro ement. It is also important that the
overall difference was fo nd to be significant, since it,is not
unusual in such experimen s for a small' number of participants
who show no improvement to depress the modal performance of the

group. In spite of sever such cases, the findings reveal that
the objectiVirvai satisfactorily met.

Teachet Objective One - Third Year - 1973

A. Teachers in grades 7-8 who part ipate in inservice_
sessions at the Center will show signif an gains at the 5%
-level in the ability to diagnose readi behavior. , ,

B. Video tape will be utilized as a pre-post evaluation
instrument.

-

Evaluation,- Third Year -1973-74.

Tae,video tapes-which were utilfzed in evaluating this objective
were commercial tapes designed to measure diagnostic skills. The

common ansvrer sheet introduced during the second year of the
project was again employed this year. Since the relevance of
'attaining skill in the diagnoses of reading errors is dependent
upon the proper remedial recommendation (Teacher Objective III)
both Of these evaluat4ions were completed at the same time.

2
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The score used in t evaluation of this objective was based
. on the diagnostic evaluationluation of three passages, containing a total

of 18 decisions by the participating teachers. The three passages
were presented *on a preteSt-pottest basis.

Table 1 summarizes :the results of the evaluation of Objective I.
All of the si± teachers from grades 7-8 on wDich complete data
was available made positive gains in error diagnosis with a mean
gain of 2.33. The t-value for this mean gain was 4.66, which
is significant beyond to .01 level.

Table 1

Tests of Significance on the Videotape Tests

for Teacher Objective's I and II

Subtest N Pretest Posttest Mean S.E. t

Mean Mean Gain

Error Diagnosis

,Remediation
Techniques

6

11.67 14.00 2.33 .50 4.66**

8.67 11.00 2.33 1.36 1.71

** p4.01

The observed mean gain in diagnostic skill (p .01) c be in-
terpreed as exceeding the stated objective which sought dif-
ferences significant at the .05 level, Although the sample size

was quite small (five other teachers participated but did not
take the posttest), each or the six teachers did exhibit improve-
ment in diagnostic skill.

3
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Teacher Objective Two -- First Year -- 1971-72.

Teachers in grades 1-3 will demonstrate competency to grOup
students homogeneously for instruction in relation,to skill
deficiencies to 90% performance criterion.

Evaluation First Year - 1971-72.

A breakdown of the results shows:- Of the 17 primary teachers
who performed on this test, 47% achieved the.90% competence
level established for this objective. The others achieved in
the following manner: 12% scored in the 75% range, 12% in the
65% range and 29% of the scores fell below the 65% range. The

mean percentage for the 17 scores was 75%.

A review of the results--illustrates that a- S6At#nt al number
of teachers (8 of 17) achieved or exceeded the cat etency
criterion.

Teacher Objective Two Second Year -- 1972-73.

Teachers in grades folir, fiv and six will demonstrate competency
_./A to classify students for instruction in relation t",6-S41.11 de-

)ficiencies.

Evaluation - Second Year 1972-73.

Results of thwevaluation.by interpreting data:
It is somewhat difficult to evaluate the success in meeting this
objective due to several factors. First is the nfusing rillture

of the directions. .If 7 of the 24 were so thor ughly confIrsed.

as to.invalidate their responses, it is.not u easonable to assume
some lowering of the efficiency in those whose responses were
retained. Secondly, there is some problem in the criterion used

as a key, since the classification by the reading specialists
might be in error--or at least no more correct than the groupings

done by classroom teachers. Thirdly, hierarchial ratings may
or may not be the best method of assigning students to remedial

/ ,groups. In spite of these difficulties, 4 teachers grouped the
students in agreement with the experts in 95% or more -of the

cases. It is worthy of note, tpat in many instances, the students
who were misclassified were placed in groups consistent with
their reading'?Aeeds, but mot in'the group preferred by the ex-

perts. Because of this basic agreement on the needs of the
students, it is felt that this objective was satisfactorily met,
although the methdd of assessing .it falls shoit of satisfaction.
The inability to statistically evaluate this objective indicated'

termination, Therefore this objective was unattainable-.

This objecti47was terminated after two years because the
jective did not provide for a valid statistical design. The

.P

1
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ability of a teacher to diagnO/se and claisify student reading
. behavior in agreement with'the diagnosis and classification of

the reading e pert did not verify that the teacher had become

competent. e basic goal of the objective wasambitious but
the developm nt of the acceptable, statistical design to measure

attainment of the objective could not be accomplished for the

final year of the program.

4
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Teacher Objective Three -- First Year -- 1971-72.

Teachers, grades 1-3, will demonstrate increased competency fn

`selecting appropriate materials for development of specific

skills.

Evaluation - First Year - 1971-72. -

On a pre/post test design administered in January and March,

teachers were asked to list the number of materials that-would

teach specific skills. The same instrument was used;as the pre/

post measure:* Mean scores were computed. The teachers re-

sponses were recorded on a correct /incorrect basis. The results

are as follows: The group mean for correct responses on the

pretest was x = 9. The posttest score was x = 13.4. The group

mean for incorrect responses on the pretest was ; = 5.6. The

posttest score was x = 6.0. The correct responses category,

teachers grew 4.4 %
in,their selection of appropriate mategials

to teach specific,skiils, but they also increased their in-

correct resporibes by .4. However, this increase was minimal
compared to their increase in correct responses.

The results indicate that primary tea hers have made substantial

gain in their ability to select meter als used at he Paderborn

Center,toteach specific language a eading ski 1s.

Teacher Objective Three -- Second Year -- 1972-73.

Teachers in grades tbur, five,and six, All demonstrate in-

. creased .ability to' prescribe appropriate material's for develop-
.

ment of specific reading behavior.

Evaluation - Second Year -.1972-73.

Table 2

Tests of Significance on the Vid4o Tape Tests for
Teacher-Objectives Ind ,

r

Pretest Posttest Moan Gain

Subtest. N Mean Mean Post-Pre S.E. - t,

f

Error Diagnosis 16. '9.89 12.00 2.11 .65 3.25**

ReMediation 8.78 10.61 1.83 .72 2.11

Techniques

* p .05
p ,01

As can be seen, the mean gain score was 1..83 hnd its associated

t-ratio was 2,11 which is significantat the .05 level with 17

degrees .of freedom.



Results of the evaluation by interpreting data:
.The same video tapes which were described in the evaluation of
Teacher Objective I (Diagnosis of Reading Errors) were utilized,
in the assessment of success in fulfilling this objective. The

result of this procedure added relevance to the experience or%
diagnosing deficienbies and prescribing appropriate reTedial
materials to promote progress in reading, in that,it made the
evaluation task very, much like the actual demands of working

with real students. There are, however, Some shortcomings in
employing this approdahlntiistiiii; objeCtives, since the person
making the recommendation must first identify and classify the
deficiency before prescribing appropriate materials for the

development of>specific reading behavior. If the diagnosis is
in error, the-materials prescribed for remediation will also be
inappropriate, and therefore, scored as incorrect. Finding a
significant improvement on. this objective is then dependent
upon successfully filfilling Objective I.

Higher gain stores and greater improvement Could perhaps have
been achieved by asking the participants to identify appropriate
remedial materials tip compensate for a list of reading deficien-

cies. However, in defense of the technique employed, the added

realism of the combined diagnostic-prescriptive task was felt
-to outweigh the merits of achieving higher scores or greater ob-
served differences in a more artificial format., Nevertheless,
the results were found to be statistically significant at the
.05 level, and therefore.it may be concluded that the objective

was, successfully met. .

Teacher Objective Three -- Third Year -- 1973-74.

Nate: This objective was identified as Teacher Objective II
for the 1973-74 school year but it should have been
identified as Teacher Objective Three. The problem
was caused by the termination of Teacher Objective'TWo.
Another objective was added and should have rePaded
the terminated objective. Unfortunately in the con-
tinuation report, objectives three, tour and five
were elevated one podtion'and a new objective was
introducedas Teacher Objective Five-1973-74. The

correct order is maintained in this report.

A.
Teachers grades 7-16 will demonstrate increased ability to pre-
scribe appropriate materials for development of specific reeding

behavior.

B.
Video tape pre and s.

S.
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41 Evaluttion - Third Year - 1973-74.

Table 1 page 3 which was previously presented under _Teacher Ob-
jective I also reports the findings under Objective III. Sub=
,sequent to their diagnosis of reading errors,in the video tapes,

-/ the six teachers were asked to identify the appropriate remed-
iation techniques. As can be seen in the table, the mean gain
was 2.33 from pretest to posttest. However, the t-value of 1.71
for this mean gain fell short of significance at the .05 level.

Although the mean gain.was non-significant, the fact that
overall improvement on remediation was 'Observed is by itself.
quite important. Several plausible explanations exist ,for the
failure to achieve statistical significance. First, the skimpy
sample size in this case certainly lowers the power of the statis-
tical test.. Secondly, a teacher making a recommendation mpst
first identify and classify the deficiency before prescrit4ng
proper remediation techniques. If the diagnosis is in error, the
method prescribed for remediation will,also be inappropriate,
hence, scored as incorrect. Thus, a high score under remediation
is somewhat dependent upon a high diagnostic score. However, the
realism of this combined diagnostic-prescriptive evaluatiO for-
mat was felt to outweigh the merits ot achieving artificial
independence between the two tasks. In any event, Objective III
at best was marginally satisfied.

/
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Teacher-Objective,Four -- First Year .---.1971-72.

Teachers will increase competencel,in developin&oppropriate
evaluation (questioning) devices for reading COitrehension.

Evaluation - First Year - 1971.:.72.

Each Paderborn staff member evaluated the results of the primary
teacherstwitten question's. Then the results were compared and
a. corwansus opinion'determined_whether the questions were literal, 4

interpretive or evaluatiie.

The. majority of questions asked on the pre-tests were of the
literal type;:- Second, came the evaluative type, with inter-
pretive questions being the least.asked.'A,percentage breakdown
would indicate the following: Literal 69%, Interpretive-IA.
Evaluative 18%. The posttest results show a drastic change in

. the types of, questions asked by theprimary teachers. The great-
est change occurred between the literal and, interpretpe type
auestions. Dr. Richardson 4 reading consultant, S.I.U. Edwards- .

ville, stressed the importance of asking more interpretive and
fewer literal type questkons and listed the following criteria:.
Litex,s1 10%, Interzpetive.80%.and EvaluAtiVe 10%. -The teachers
res onded by incrdasing their interpretive, type 'qu6stions fiibM.-

13% to 53% and decreasing their: literal. type from,69%.to.124...
.The teachers, increased their evaluative quee.tions from 18% to 35%.

:Although-the' teachers did4not_reach the criteria set by-Dr.
Richardson, they did make substantial gains in their ability to
ask high level reading-thinking questions.

L_

,Teacher, Objective Four Second Year -- 1972-73.

Teachers grades 4-6 will increase.Campete OY in developing -
apOopriate evaluation (questioning) devi es for reading com-
prehension.

IP

.

.

Evaluation- Second Year-1972-73.
.

.

,On the ,pretest administered in September, the percentagep of
questions falling into each category were Literal 63%,Inter-
pretive 22 %, arid Evaluative. 15%. ,..,

1

The posttest, adminidtered in February to the same teachers,
resulted in the followipg'percentages; ,Literal-30%, Interpre-
tive -39 %, Evaluative:-32%, ..

, 4
. , ,e . .

The .improvement was measUre'd statistica;ly,by testing the mean
gdin in the proportion of higher-level (interpretive,and eval7
uative) questions. The data were scopes.from

0
the 22 teachers for

9
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yrhaoth.preiI and pootteatseorei were avdlab).0.", The t-value

of such a test was found to be 6.48, which is significant at the
.01 levgl (p .01) for 21 degrees of freedom. Table 3 summarizes

Tese flndings.

Table 3

Test of Significance on Proportion
aluative Questions for Teacher

P.etest Posttest
N M an Proportion Mean Proportion

of Interpretive and
Objective IV

Mean Gain
in Proportion SE t

22 .37

p

Resiits
The sta
success
riate e

Teacher

es 7-8 will increase competency .in develoPing

uation (questioning) devicei for reading com-
;.1

.71 34

of the evaluation bi interpreting data:
istical analysis indicates 'that the teachers were quite

ul in increasing their competency in dev4loping approp-
aluation devices for reading comprehension.

6.4$**

bJective our -- Third Year -- 1973-74. .

A. Teac ers gr
appropriate ev
prehensi'n.

I

B.. The test

i

------NOt(W--Thi_:-'- .. ; tive-was-identif d Teacher Objective'Three
..

fir the 1973-74 school-year. It should eve edn-i

tilled as Teacher.Objective Four. See page 7 for"-ex*

planation. -,

ill be developed by the Center's staff.

ion-Third YoUr-1973-74

pretest administered in September, the petcentages of-
ns fall hg into each.catelgory are depicted telow:

14,0-
ITERAL

35%
.alfTERptittivt

3:° 22

16%
WAIT/ATM
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The posttest administered in Marc to the same teachers resulted

in the following percentages:

ciagAL 32%
_

:INTERPRETIVE . EVALUATIVE

.

The above improvement was analyzed statistically by testing the
maan,gain,ip the percentage of higherrlevelm,uestions (inter-
preilVe.and evaluative). The data were scores from the seven
teachers for .whom both pre and posttest scores were available.
The: mean..Percentage gain in higher level questions was 15%,

which tell short of statistical,Significance.,,Table h summarizes

this analysis.,

A

Table h.

Test of Significance on Percentage ofInterpretive and
EvaluativeAilestiona for Teacher Objective IV

N.

Pretest Posttest
1

Mean
Mean Percentage Mean Percentage 'Gai9

,51%: 66% . 15% 8% 1.88

C

This objeCtive wasinuititral-11--Aite, d. From the graphical
evidehce, the, teachers did shift moderately o

questiohs on the posttest. However, these gains were;,not.
sufficiently pronounced to attain statistical significahce

11
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Teacher Objective Five -- First Year --,1971-72.

Teachers, grades 1-3, will increase in content knowledge about 1
language arts-reading processes. 4

4

Evaluation, - First Year - 1971-72.

Procedure: the primary teachers pre/post test 'scores were cam-
. pared by using the hypothesis H, 111/1=0. A mathematical formula

was .used to determine the statistical significance of the results.
A few teachers either forgot their number or did not take the
pretest because they were new to the districts or fromoparochial
schools. These teacherl were assigned the pregroup mean scgre
of 28 in order to use all 17 scores for comparison purToses.
.The table below lists the results:

ty

Table 5

Mean Difference Standard, Deviation t t(N-17)
of Difference

28.4 . 6.6 17.7 '.001

The primary teachers from the participating schools, as *a group,
made significant progress in their content knowledge of the
language arts reading processes. This growth seems related to
their participation to the.inservice activities of the,Paderborn
ProjeCt since, all these activities were designed to improve.

. teacher knowledge .of. their important' skins.

Teacher Objective =Five -- .SeCond Year -- 1972-73.

Teachers will increase content knowledge about the language
arts and reading ppocess.

.

Vote: Me evaluators .and the project director de4termimed
-----------thatthe statistical design for this objectrVe.Was

redundant in that it was actually a composite eval-
)dation of the previous objectives; therefore, for the
remaining Ooject years,this objective provided a
summary evaluation.

12
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Evaluation - Second Year L 1947273.
.

IA discussing the achievement of this objective, the results
reported on the previous four objet s leaves little, doubt as

to the successful attainment of RomolI g
knowledge about the language arts readi procese in par-
ticipating

increased content
sl

ticipating teachers. ,'Since pretest and posttest compariSons were
utilized in Objective I, III, and IV, and aignifidant gains were

observed in all casest,each conclusion stated for those objectives

is supportive of success 14 meeting Objective V. The strees..pn

simulating actual experiences in the assessment of diagnosing .' '7

reading,skills (Objective I).and.prescribing remedial tasks
(Objective III) adds to the relevance of this objective to .

actual practi9es. Significant iMproverhent was also observed in

the level of questioning developed by the teachers (Objective IV),

and although the'setting for this test was more artificial, the

classroom teacher often develops evaluative material (questions)

outside the classroom setting. Although a-pie and -posttiest

format was not used on Objective II,.the success of-some teachers

in grouping students for instruction in light of skill deficien-

cies supports a terminal skill in this area as well.

In terms of future efforts, added 'attention pigk't be given to an

improved level of performance in each of the areas. Although

there is no question about the success in meeting the objectives

so far as finding significantly improved levels of skill - in the

areas coneefted, it is desirable' that the teachers make as -'many

correct diagnoses as possible. While it would be unsatisfactory'
for a classroom teacher to correctly' diagnose only about 60% of

the reading problems of-the student, it sizould be remembered

that in the tual school setting, the tedpher is not limited

to the4,restr ed behavioral sample.mh
hg4

fch practical considerations

make mandato in data collection for a project such as this. In

terms of observations made frdsi a single episode, the levels of
skill presented by the teachers'posttest performances might be

quite

Z
cceptable.

1

- ,

In s cry, the final objective seems to have been satisfactorily
met by the participating teachers' improved performances at the

end of the present project year.

Teacher Objective Five. -'- Third Year 1971-74

A. Teachers will increase in content knowledge about language'
arts-reading process.

B. Evaluation devices will be designed to evaluate knowledge;

skills, rand applications-gained on .each,rnservice topic.: Evil-7

,:-station of Objectives One, Two, Three will prdvide baseline data.

S
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Note:

f ot'

objecti4 was identified as Teacher Objeogve IV
or the 1973-74 school year. It should halm been
identified as Teacher Objective V. See page 7 .

for explanation

aluagon - Third Year - 1973-74'

Since this is a summary objective,the'results prelously pre-
.

sented under.objectives,I-III should be reviewe4. The tables and

graphs will not be repeated in this section.
-

'Pretest and posttst comparisons were utilized in each of the
ObjeCtives I-III and IV.* In each ortheselknalyses, teacher id-
provemeat wds.exhibited, but,only in the case of error diagnoses"

was the gaip statikically significant. Since the sample sizes

were extremely mma (6 for Objectives1 and.II and 7 ior Objective
IV), the,failure-to achieve significance iwnot as damaging to

the fulfillment of these objeCtives as .ould be the case with

larget,,saMples. Itts particularly noteworthy that on the 12'

J:iretest-pdsttest differencespobrained for the sifteachers
under error diagnosis and remediatiolvcombined, only okne dif-

ference resulted in,a-negative gain,. Also worthy of mention is

the fact that under Objective III, tthe seven teachers increased

their productivity of the highest level questions (evaluative)
by,y'aversge of 18% (See graph). -

In 4

In summary, considering the size of the sampleb involved;
Objectives 17111 and',IV were marginally satisfied.

r.

! `
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Teacher Objective Six -- Third Year -- 1973-74.

\,./A sequential%reading curriculum, written in objective form, that-
provides the learner with the opPbrtunity'to utilize alternate
qtyles otlearning Mw to read and provides the teacher with the
opportunity to matdipvaried types of educational materials and

equipment to the learners. individual styles, will be developed
'for utilization of the seven cooperating school districts. The-
curricu4m will be completed by April 7, 1974.

Note: This objective was classified as Teacher Objective
Five for the 1973-74 scho2,1 year but should have been.
identified ks Teacher Objective Six. See page 7
for explanation.

Evaluation - Third Year - 1973-74.

Sequential reading curriculum4kritten in objective form was
developed by. April 7, 1974 and reproduced by April-30, 1974

and distributed to all teacher' participants May 24, 1974. A

survey of.the tethers indicates that 60% intend to utilize the
curriculum as an aid for planning their instructional reading
program.

/ I

o
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Student Objective One -- FirstYear -- 1971-72.

The individual student will increase tis competerzA'r in readingi

Evaluation - First Year - 1971-72.

The two majer.elements of the program are to be measured by changes
in individual student performance;--The two treatment groups are
named Experimental I and Experimental II. The treatments are as
follows: t

.

Ekperimental Group I: A pool of students (Group A) was selected
from the tooperlang districts using Wilson's Criteria. Of this
pool, 39 were assigned for individualized treatment at the Center.
A second group (Group B) was randomly selected from second and third
grade students in the district scoring, in second gra4e, between
1.6'and 2.0 (grade equivalent), or at stanine 4 in third grade.
Thew students received their reading instruction at the Center by
the Center professional staff.

Experimental Group II: After the pool of-students was defined
using Wilson's Criteria, and 39 (Group A) were ratomly assigned to
the Center, she remainder were included in Experikental Group II.
The remainder (Group B) of Experimental Group II consisted of ran-
domly cholen students from grades two and three as described for

erimental Group I. The treatment for Experimental Group II con-
, 'sisted of instruction by the regular classrool4.teachers, all of whom

were involved in the inservice activities the Center. The ul-
timate goal of the inser vice activitiess to bring about.changes in
the tudents taught by the affectedteachers.

Somestudents in both Ekperimental Group I and Experimental
Group II were lost from the sample becau e they Moved from.the'
district, were abseri ing the testifig.schedule or were withdrawn
from the program. As result thel'ample size of both Experimental
groups is smaller.

The Gates-MacGinitie Readin s Test, Gates MacGinitie Primary
A, and. Stanford Diagnostic Rea ng"lests were used as the measures
in the respective groups. Form 1 and 2 (Pri A) of the Gates
were used for grade tWo.,'Based on data pre se e4 on page 8 the
technical manual accompanying this test, the tandard error of
measurement for the Vocabulary section is47 and for the Compre-
hension section is 2.5.

The g ins of each pupil are reported in Standard Error of
Measurement units.

A confidence interval of. 90kis established. That i4 if the
gain by the student would have occurred less than 10% of the time
by chance alone, the assumptio, made that the student has made
a "real" gain.. A 90kconfiden interval (under the usual assumption
of normality) translates to a chinge of 1.28 standard erro
'Thus the tables nerlect the probability of the ng n student
performance by chance alone.

7
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Results of the evaluation by interpreting data:
Results from Experimental Group I-A-f.,Second_Gradel On Vocab-

ulary, 11 of the 3,4 students (79%j made significant' gains, and in
comprehension the figure is 10 of 14 (71%). Five studentS4( 3, 4,
6, 10 and 12) did not mace significant gains.in at least one, of the

two sub-tested areas.

Re s is fr.=
Of these, 9 o: 10 90
fell short of a eigni

For stude in
Diagnostic Re ing Tes
(Forms W an X). Based
these tes (-ge 29), the
ity coe-fic nt are: SEM=

erimental Grou
made s gni
nt ga

A--Second'Grade: (n=10)
cant gains., Only student No. 8

and this only -in comprehepsion.

ental I and II at Grade 3, the Stanford.
vel I) was used in a pre/poe't detign
data given in the Teachers manual,for.
standard error of measurement ancrreliabil7
1.7

Reliability= 95

,/' Using the same confidence lev45 used for Grade 2 (90%). here is

a breakdown of the gains for the Experimental I and II Group A

third students.

Results from Experimental Grou p I-A-Third Grade: Indicates
that ETT(17 of.21) made substattial progress in rakding achievement.
Of these, all 17 students scored below the .01 level of signficance.-

Results from Experimental Group II-A-Third Grade:' Sixty per-

__cent (9 _af_15) of the student_s have' made significant gains, seven

achieved below the .01 level of significarfce. Qf the six students'
who failed to make significant gains 1.$1 readirig achievement, --

had lowet raw scores (-) on the posttest than on the pretest.
,

Results from Experimental Group I-B-Second Grade: 56% (9 of 16)

of the students made substantial improvement in reading. A further

analysis showed that 88% (114 of L6) made significant progress in
vocabulary and 63% (10 of 16) made progress in comprehension. -Five
of.these students scored below the .01 level of significance.

Results from Experimental Group II-B-Second Grade: 75% (9 of 12)

achieved significant reading growth. 92% (11 of 12) showed sub-
stantial progress in vocabulary aid 67% (8 of 12) made progress in
comprehension. 67%16 of 9) of these scores fell beloW the .01
level.of significance.

Results from .Experimental Group I-B-Third Grade: 75% (12 of 16)
of the students made substa tial improvement. Of these, 83%
(10 of 12) were' below the . 1 level of significance.

Results from 'erimental Grou II-B-Third Grade: 75% (13 of 17)

of the students made significant progress. One hundred percent of
their scores fell below the .01 level of sigfiificance;

:.1.
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Statistical Summary:
60% of the total number from the second grade Group A and B students

attending the Paderborn Center made'significant progress in both
vocabulary and comprehere 83% showed progress in vocabulary and
67% showed progress in compreh ion from these groups./ r

82% of the students from the reguls, second grade classes in GroUps

A and B showed substantial growth in reading achievement. 96%
achieved significant progress in vocabulary and 78% showed progress'

in comprehension. I
,

, . .

Of the toal number of third grade students attending the Paderborn
Center from Groups A and B,78% made substantial progress in reading

comprehension. Also, 68% ,of the third grade students from the

regular classroom Group A and B ebowdd significa t improvement.

ar
_Student Objective One -- Second Year -- 1972-73.

Students, gradel 4-6, will increase their competency in Reading.

Proposed Propedures and Activitieis:
From each gracle level 4, 5 and 6 in public and private schools,

sixty students shall be identified by teacher recommendations and
by applying Wilson's criteria to scores derived on the Stanford

IliagnastioTait. Twenty-five students from each grade IFirriFall
be selected for Center attendance and thirty students shall be
idenified,for individual classroom programs. The Center students
will be classified as 'Experimental Group I and the classroom
students will be classified as Experimental Group II. A control

group will-be established at a school that is not participating in
the prOject. The same selection a utilized in identifying Experi-
mental Group Iand II will be util zed. The control group will nOt
receive any of the Center's progr treatment; Experimental Group
I will rreceive two half days a week of instruction at the Center.
The instruction shall, utilize team,./micro- teaching, individualized
instruction as instructional stratagies in conjunction with a

Learning Center. Experimental Group II will have their program
planned by the Center specialist 4.n conjunction with their classroom

teacher. The Center specialist Will spend a minimum of one half
hour per week working with each classroom teacher involved in
the project.

:.

Proposed Evaluationi'
Establish Exper4mental.Group I and II. Establish the control group.
The gain. scores of Experimental Group I and II will be compared td
the gain scores of the control group. Gain scores to be determined
by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test administered in September

as a posttest. A 90% confidence ante al for each individual
student will be. utilized. It is thenkpossible to say that any
student moving 1.28 standard error units has gained in a non-random

manner.. .

18
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A control group will be establistied. at a school that is not par-

.
tiaipating in the' project. The same selection/asrutilized in
identifying Experimental Group I and II will be utilized.- The
control grOup, will not receive any-of the 0 ter's program treatment.

Evaluation - Second Year - 1972-73.

The evaluation of the, group performances on Objective I was pursued

by eb;aying the statistical technique of analysis of covariance.

(ANOCOVAI. This procedure is appropriate because it removes all
N variation in the posttest scores that can be accounted fw by

differences in the pretest scores. Essentially, ANOCOVA yields
adjusted posttest means for the treatment groups which actually
represent what the posttest means would have been had all the pretest

means been equal. Differences in adjusted posttest meansun then

be tested for significance.

Tables 6 - 13 represent a summary of the group performances of
grades 4,/5, and 6 on Objective I. Although not shown in the

-tables, for each ANOCOVA, A-preliminary test of homogeneity of
regression coefficients. was carried out to ascertain whether the

slope of the regression line within each group was the, same., In

,all cases, the F-ratio was non-significant and the assiamption was

/supported. Thus, the main analyses were' conducted.

As can be seen in Tables 6 and 7 the ANOCOVA on the 4th grade SDRT

comprehenzionscores was nonsignifloant.. This implies that the

adjusted .posttest means for the three tre nt groups did riot difter-

significantly even thou each groUp madelilgerate gaids in mean

grade equivalent sc es from pre to posttest. Thus, neither /
Experimental Group I tudents who attended the Paderborn Center)

nor Experimental Group II (students who recOved reading assistance

in their regular schools from teachers served by the Paderborn Cen-./
ter) showed significantly greater gains than students in the

control grop (students in a school ,outside the district affeste /

by thePaderhorn Center.)

Table , 6
Grade Equivalent Means for Grade 4 on the SDRT Test

for.Student Objective I

Gr'oiiPs

EXp. II
Exp. I
.Control (N.A.)

c

N
Pretest
Mean,/

Posttest
Mean

,Adjusted Posttest
Mtn

21
23
10

' 2.48
2.33
2.14

. 3.28
2:96
3.27

3:21

3..24

p
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Sources

Table 7

ANOCOVA. Summary on the Grade 4. SDRT Grade Equivalent
Scores for Student Objective I

SS df ms

Groups (adj.) -.43
.Within Groups (adj.) 17.58

Total (adj.) 18.01

2
50

52

.22 .62 N.S.

.35 -

Tables 8 - 10 summarize the performande of 5th. grade students on
Objective I. Table 9lindicatbs that the F-ratio was significant
at the .01,1evel and thus differences among the adjusted posttest
means for the three groups (Experimental I, Experimental II, and
Control) may be inferred. The, subsequent follow-up tests in
Tilble 10 identified a'significant difference bee6en Experimental

-Group II and 146 Control Group ( =.01) in favor of the former, but

no significant difference between Experimental Groups I and II or
between Experimental Group I and theontrol. The finding supports
the philosophy upon which the Paderborn project was initiated, in
that the availability of a resource center for teachers would re-
sult in large improvements in student .reading achievement without the
necessity of bringing the students to the center itself. While a

significant difference was not found between Experimental Group'I
the Control Group, the observed difference in favor of Exper-

imental I was in the expected direction. Finally, it should be
pointed out from Table 8 that both experimental groups increased
their mean grade equivalents from late grade 2 on the pretest to-
early to middle grade 4-on the posttest. This, in itself, is quite
an accomplishment..

Table
0 ,

Grade Equivalent Means for Grade 5, on' the SDRT Test
for Student Objective I

Groups
Exp. II

r Exp. I
Control (N.A.)

Pretest
-Mean

Posttest
Mean

4dfusted Posttest-
. Mean

22 2.92
29 '2.72
8 2..88

4.60
4.10

4.53
4.16

- 3.59

20
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Table 9

ANOCOVA Summary' on the,Grade 5 SDRT Grade Equivalent
Scores for Student Objective I

rt

Scources ss df ms

Groups (adj.) a 5.38 2 2.69

Within Gr6ups (adj.) 29.09 55 .53'

Total (adj.)

p (.01

34.47.1 57

10

Follow-Up Tests on ade 5 Adjusted Means for Student
Objective I

Comparison

Exp 'II vs. Exp. I
Exp. II vs. Control'
Exp. I vs. Control

Difference in Adjusted
.Posttest Means S.E.

.37 .21 1.76

.94 -
.29

41-14- p' C. ca

Tables 11 - 13 present the findings with respect to-the 6th graders
on Objective I. The findings, for 6th graders paralleled those for
the 5th gradelwith the exception that the results here were sig-

.
nificant at the .05 level rather than the .61 level: The adjusted
posttest means for the Experimental II and Control groups again
differed significantly, but the other two comparisons were non-
significanti Table 11 shows that in both experimental groups the
students increased their mean grade equivalents from roughly mid to
late grade 3 on the pretest to mid to late grade 4 on the posttest.
These mean gains are not quite as impressive as those fbr the 5th
grade, However, the overall conclusion that can be reached is that,
for 6th graders as well as 5th graders, eubstantial reading improve-
ment can be realized by utilizing-the resources of the Yaderborn
Center in the actual classrooms without transporting the students
to the Center.

'"1
e
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'Table 11

Grade EquiValent'Means for Grade'6 on the SDRT Test,
for Student Objective I .

.4

Groups N

Exp. II 22
Exp. I . 26
Control (N.A.) 1 13

Sources

Pretest Posttest Adjusted Posttest
Mean Mean Mean

$3.76 4.97 4.87

3:g
4,36 4.46

_4.06 4.05
i

Table 12

ANOCOVA Summary on the Grade' 6 SDRT-Grade-Equivalent
Scores for Student Objective I

ss df ms

Groups (adj.) 5.44 '2 2.72
Within groups (adj.)41.'60- 57 .73

Total

* P:O5

47.93 59

Table 13

A 4

'Follow-Up Tests on Grade 6 Adjusted Means for Student '

Objective

Comparison
t Difference in Adjusted

Posttest Means S.E.

Eacio II vs. Exp. I .41 .25

.4 II vs. Control .82 .30. 2.73*

Exp.. I vs. Control . 41. .29. 1 .41

*45405

o
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The evaluatiod,of individual performances on Objective I was per-

'formed by usirig a 90% statistical confidence interval. This essen-

tially amounts to determining.wp.ether or not each individual student
,associated with PEARL has achieved a non-random gain in reading
competency that would occur by chance'only 10% of the time or less.

Thus, for each student in Experimental Groups I and II, the raw

score gain from pretest to posttest was converted to standard

error of measurement (S.E.M.) units and then compared with the

critical value of 1.28 associated with a 90% confidence interval.

Table 14 reports the summary'information concerning the number of
non-chance gains made by the students in Expermental Groups I and, II

for grades 4-6. In contrast to the data reported on group per-

formances, 100% and.83% of the 4th graders in Experimental Groups II

and I respectively attained significant gains in S.E.M. units. Of

couesq, it must be remembered that S.E.M. = 1.5 for the grade

dorms of the S.D.A.T. Since this value is rather =all relative to

the S.E.M. for the grades 5 and 6 norms (3.5 and 2.9, respectively),
a relatively small raw score gain can result in a non -chance im-

provement. In spite of this fact, these percentages of significant
individual gains at grade 14. do represent real gains and somewhat

make up for the non-significant comparisons between treatments
obtained earlier for this grade. ,The individual results were most
impressive at grade-5 with 86% and 83% of the students in Experimen-
tal Groups II and respeCtively achieving significadt gains. This

is particularly noteworthy since - 3.5 for this grade and
thusinCn-chance _gains require a large raw score gain. 'The results'

for grade 6 were somewhat surprising and disappointing., Here, only

73% and 65% Of.the students in Experimental Groups II and.I respec-

tively moved significantly beyong chance. The real concern at

grade 6 is the alarming number of no gains-or losses for both groups

(9% and 23% respectively). "These percentages may partially be

explained by the cumulative frustration that, an ineffective reader

faces by the 'time he "reaches the 6th..grade.

L.
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Table 14

Numbe a of PLARC atudentsAdhieving Non-Chance RaW Score
Gains -in Reading Competency for Grades

for,005ective I

'

. .

Grade roup N NoGain NonSignificant Significant
or Loss' ,. Gain Gain

,.. ,

Exp. II 21 0 ( 0%)
Exp. I 23 3 (13%)

0 (0%)-
.1 (4%)

21 (100%)
1 -9 83%)

Exp. II 22. . 0 ( 0%)
Exp. I 29 1 ( 3%)

Exp. II 22 2 ( 9g
Exp. I -26 _6 (23M)

3 -(14%) 19 ("86%)
(14%) 24 ( 83 )

.. 4 (18%) 16 ( 73%)

3 42%). 17 (665%)

,

'Results ofthe'evaluation bY,interpreting data
The findings summarized,by Tables 6- 14 'suggest that successwas
realized:in fulfilling-Objective .l. 'AithOUgheoMe'problei ia,
posed in accounting for the'Sailure to find J.gnifioant differences
among the three treatment groups at grade 4, this result issmiti-
gated by he high percentage of individuals in the EXperimental
Groups that achieved non-chance raw ecore gains ,at- thia grad(Y.; ()Re'

possible explanatidn:of,the former finding is that 4th graders.are
Blamer to respond to rebiedial treatment!Of any type and hence no
significant differences between _mean griade equivalent gains could'
be expected.,, The greater aajust6d postOmt grade equivalent means

4 . exhibited by the-th and 6th gradersInEthe Experimental II groups
endorses4he.concept of the PLARC Cent r. Th fact, the greater
improvei of: students in replier cla ses taUghtbyPthe partici
-patine, is particularly ,encour Bing in view of the logistical
prOaeml:of transporting 'children from a school 'setting, to a' .special

`center...'4 4.;

a 4
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Student Ob ctiVs ohe -- Third Year -- 1973-74.
, ..,.

. . . .

A. Studen s, grades 5, 6 and 7 will increase their competenCy in

reading i the following patterns: Using a 90% confidence level,
it is possible to say that any stiadenepoving 1.28 standard error .

units has gained in a nonaliandOm'manter.. That is, over' the long

run, a gain of 1.28 or, more SEMunits-would occur by chance only
10% (-or:less) of the'time.

s

B. The
compared
to be de
tered in
1974 as

ain scores of the Experimental Groups I and II will be
to the gain scores.of the control group. Gain scores are
ermined by the JitamesmilltagnilaticadiagTe.si-adminis-
September 1972 and March 1973 as pretests and in Mar6h,
;posttest.

Evaluation -- Third Year - 1973774.

The evaivation of the group performances on Objective I,Was conducted
through the statistical technique of.analysis of covariance (ANOCOVA).

This tethhique 1.1 essentially a coMbination of regression analysis
and analysis of variance. The procedure *ids adjusted posttest \.

means' for the treatment groups which actually represent what the
posttest means would, have been,had all pretest meads been equal.
The differences in adjusted posttest means arc, then tested for
significance through,an analysis 9f variance. In the analysis for,
the preient year, pretest scores were taken as the SDRT scores
-collected at the end of the 1972-73 project year.' Posttest scores
weretaken as the SDRT scores collected-at the end o'f the current
197:3-74 projedt year. .

.

. ,

Tables 15-19 represent'a.summary of the group performance of &fides:,

5, 6 and 7-on Objective I. Although.not shown in the tables, for .

each ANOCOVA a preliminary test of homogeneity of regression
69effidentd was carried'out to ascertain whether the slope ofthe
regression line within each group waS-the MM. In all cases :the
F-ratio was nonsignificant and the assumptiop was upheld. Thus,

the main analysis were conducted.

, 4..

. .

I.r *

25.
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'Table 15
. -

Grade Equivalent. Meabs for Grade 5 on the SDRT Test

for Student Objective I

Groups N
Pretest . Posttest Adjusted
Mean Mean Posttest Mean

.Experimeptal II 18 3.24
Experimental I 17 2.9t3

Control (N.A.) 5 3.24

4.43 4.36,
v 4.04 4.13
4Ao 4.73'

9

Table. 16

.ANOCOVA"SlImmai7 on'the'Grade '5 SDRT Grade Equivalent

Scores for. Student Objective I

Sources; ss, df ' ms

Groups (adj.)' 1.52 2 .76 , 18'
Within (adj.) 25.48, 36 .71

.

Total (adj.) 27.00

.9

;ft

. -

'9.
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.0 Able 17
. .

Grade Equivalent Means for Grade 6 on the SDRT Test

for Studelpt Objective I
.

Groups

.7
Pretest, Posttest Adjusted POg+2-

peen Mean Test Mean

Experimental II 19 4.76 5.35 -4.198

Experimental I 21 4.07
. 4-75 ,4.90

Control (N.A.) 8 4.ol 4.49

Table' 18

ANOGOVA Summary on the Grade 6 SDRT Glade EquiValent

Stores for Student Objective

Sources ss df 7 is P

Groups .(adj.)
Within (adj.)

1.1 2

39.21 44.

Total (a4i.) '40.38

.58 .66

.89

27

-
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Table 19

41,

6

Grade Equp. alent Means fOr Grade 7 on the SDRT Test

., .4
I,A for Student OWectivei I :

N. N

Groups

.0

Experimental II
Experimental I
Sontrol (N, A.)

,

Pretest . Pdsttest Adjusted -Post-'. ,.

Mean Mean Test Mean.....,
_.,

18 5.03 5.56 5..13
19 4.1 4..79 5.11.-

8 4,30 lik, 65 5.82

Tgble 20

ANOCOVA Summary on the' Grade 7 SDRT Grade EquiValent

Scores .for Student Objective I

mI SO .1 1 .

Source s ss df ms
o

Groups (adj.)
Within (adj.)

3.19 2
19.36 41

1.60
.47

3.38

Tqtal (,adj-.),**

.it. p<.65

I

by
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As can be seen in Tables 15 - 18; the'AROCOVAls on the 5th and
6th. grade SDRT comppehension scores_ were nonsignificant. This im-

plies that the adjusted postte'st means for the three treatment
group's at each of these gnadeAlevels did. not differ significantly
even though each group mad .-",oderate gains in mean grade equivalent

scores. Thus, in grades.5 'Am 6; neither Experimental Group I

(students who attended the.Piderborn Center) nor'Experimental Grow,.
II (students who received reading 'assistance in,theitlegblar schools
from teachers served by the Paderborn Center) showed significantly
greater gains than students in the Control Group (students in a

school outside ot.f the district affected by the Paderborn Center.)

Tables 19 and 20 indicate that for grade 7 the ANOCOV conducted

was significant at the .05 level. Thus, differences among,the
adjusted 13osttest means fo?the three treatment gro s may belpfer-

red. When folglow-up tests were performed on, the ad usted poillpest

meanp of Table 19, the Contr 1 Group adjusted SDRT-mean was sig...

nif ntlj, higher than both he Experimental _I and Experimental II

adj ed means. This finding was certainly contrary to the,hypo-

thes s of this objective.

The evaluation of indivIdual performances on Objective I was per=

formed by using a 90% statistical confidence interval. This . .

essentially amounts to determining whether or not each individual
student enrolled in PLARG has achieved a non-random positive gain
in reading competency that would occur by chance only 10% of thiptime

or lead. Thus, for each student in Experimental Groups I and

the ro score gai-from pre to posttest was _fir_st converted to

standard error of measurement (S.E.M.) units. Each of these measures'

was then compared with the critical value of 1.28 associated with a
one-ended 90% confidence interval.

Table 21 reports the summary infmmation concerning the number o't
pon-once gains made by the students in Experimental Groups Ii/s.nd
II for grades 6 and 7. It is important to note that the gains for
grade 5 'are not included ,in this table because the pretest and post-
test inv.() ved two different levels of the SDRT test and the .raw

score s we not directly comparable.

Table 21

Numbers of MARC Students in Grades 6 and 7
Achieving Non - Chance Raw Scores Gains in
Reading Competency for Student Objective'I

Grade; Group, N No Gain
.or. loss

erimental II 19
Experimental I. 0.

Experimental TI 18' 4!(22%/
7

Experimental I .19, 3 (.6 %)

3 (.16%)

3 (i.4%).

C
,

"
-4.

C

Non;ig.
1Sain

Significant

v' Gain

4 (21%) 12 (63%), 0

3 (14%) .15 (721

'6 (33%) 8 (40)
4 (21%) 12 (63%)

-,



In contrast to the results repVpted on,groups performances, the
individual gains in Table 21i Op. dome hat' more encouraging. Of
the 6th graders in ExperiMentatstOulii°4'kand I, 63% and 72% re- '

spectively showed significant.noh-4*Acp,gaine. The percentages
for the 7th grade were slightly lower. Here, 45% and 63% respective-
ly moved significantly in the positive direction. These lower per-
centages may ptobably be partially attributed to the -cumulative
frustration that an ineffective reader encounters by the time he
reaches the 7th gradd.

The findings summarized by Tables 15 - 21 suggest thatalimited
Success was'realized in fulfilling, Objective I. While"kovt of the
gains in mean grade equivalents displayed by, the Experimental I
and Experimental II groups were moderate in size, they were sta-
tistically no larger than thOse exhibited by the,Control Group
which received no special reading instruction. In fact, at Grade 7
the'Control Group outperformed both Experimental Groups in a sta-
tistically significant fashion. These results are certainly in
sharp contrast to the 1972-73 results in which are-Experimental II
Group statistically outdistanced both the Experimental I and Control
groups for grades 5 and 6. One possible explanation of the dis-
appointing group performances for the current year might be that
students, after being in the ptograth several years, have possibly
grown weary through the continual effort-made by the PLARC staff to
increase their reading competency. These students, in a sense,
have "spent" themselves and no longer appear toi4be able to reap the
benefits of specialized reading instruction.

In terms of individual gains, the 6th grade percentages of non-
chance gains in both Experimental Groups roughly matched those of the
1972-73 project year: Since the current 5th grade individual raw
gains we're not meaningful, grade 6 was the only one in which this
type of comparison could be.made. Again, the percentages from Table
21 and the percentages from grades 4 and 5 from the prior year
support the notion that as the grade level increases, the student
has a more difficult time in attaining a non-chance gain in reading
competency.

./

e
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' Student Ob:tective Two -- First Year -- 1971 -72.

Students, Grades 1-3, given participation in `the Center will in-
dicate a greater satisfaction 1) with school in general, 2) with
reading as a subject, and 3) with self-achievement in reading than
those students who have not participated in treatment at the Center.

Evaluation - First Year 1971-72.

A 36 item attitude inventory was administered to the students in
Experimental I and Experimental II. Due to the small population
all students in the Experimental I group and Experimental II group
were given the inventory. The inventory had four subsections:
self-concept, self-peer-concept, school-concept, and reading-concept.
The overall results are reported below:

mean var. s.d. sem rel.* n.

Exp. I 18.71 27.59 5.25 2.72 .0.72 62
EFT. II 18.00 20.46 4.52 2.70 0.63 57

* computed using Hoyt's

The difference irtmean
significant.

Analysis

scores of

of Variance Techni

the two groups is not statistically

Student Objective Two -- Second Year -- 1972-73.

Students, grades 4-6, in schools affected by Title III, ESEA
Paderborn Project will indicate.greater satisfaction with school
in general, with reading as. subject and with self- achievement in
reading than students in tho control group not affected by Title
III, ESEA.

Evaluation - Second. Year - 1972-73.

An attitude scale was designed by the Paderborn Staff which was
intended to tap each of the areas listed above: (1) satisfaction
with.school, (2) satisfaction with reading, and (3) satisfaction
with self-achievement in reading. .Although the three categories
were included in a single instrument the findfrigs suggest that
Objectite II was not satisfied,.

(),



Table 22'
.

Test of Significance on Posttest At u j Scores
Avfor. Grades 4-6 for Student 'Objective II

-

Grade Control Exp. COntrol
N N. Factors Mean

Exp:-:Diffe'SE t

Mean (E-C)

8
Interest in reading 9.63

18 Achievementin read. 7.38
.Attitude toward.sch. 12:13

9.22
7.33

10.94

--.41
-.05

-1.19

.64 .6NS

.62 .0 NS

.75 ].59NS

5 8 s

Interest in reading, 9.50
20 Achievement in read. 6.50

Attitude towarolsch. 12.38,

9.40
6.90

11.50

-.10
.40

-.87

.50 .20N3

.65 462NS

.64 136NS

6 17
Iitepest in reading 8.82

21 Achievement in read. 7.35
Attitude toward sch. 11.06

8.86'
7.14

11.43

.04
-.21
.37

.48 .08NS

.48 .44NS

.53 .70NS

No significant differences were found in attitudes between the
*Experimental Groups and the Control Groups across all grade levels
an attitudinal categorie4._

Student Objective Two -- Third Year -- 1973-74.

A. Students, Grades 5-7,- in schools affected by Title III, ESEA,
Paderborn Project will indicate a greater satisfaction
1) with school in general
2) with reading as a subject, and
3) with self-achievement in,reading than those students in the
control 'group from a school not affected by Title III, ESEA.

o

B. A pre/post Attitdde Instrument, developed by the evaluators,
will be administered to the students in the Title III program and
to the control group students.

O



Evaluation - Third Yea - 1973-74..

The attitude instrumen used to evaluate this objective was a mod-
ific,tion ibf the Self erception Inventory by Soars and Soars. This
modifi cation' will henceforth, be referred to as the Children's Self-
Desc.4tion Sdale (CSDS). This instrument contains for subscales
meas ing a child's a titude toward (a) self, (b) peers,(c) family
and () school. All ,otaled,.the instrument contains 30 statements
where each statement, loads under one of the above subscales and is
scored from 1-5. A high score on a subscale, is indicative of a
favorable attitude toward the particular target situation. (A copy
of the instrument is included in the appendix of this report.) .

4

The above instrument was administered on a pretest-posttest basis
to the Experimental I (Paderborn Group) and the Control Group of
this study. No attempt was made to differentiate the results by
grade level since the individual scores were not so identified.
An ANOCOVA was perforineA-16n the pre and posttest scores for each

A subscale of the DSDS. Table,s 23 - 34 report the findings of these
analyses for grades 5-7 combined.

,'"....-

ft
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Table 23

Self Attitudinal Means for Student Objective II

Groups N
.Pretest Posttest Adjusted Poittest

Mean Mean 'Mean

Experimen'tal I 28 .irControl 20.41

22.04

20.40

.g1.61

20.57

Table 24

ANOCOVA Summary .on, Self Attitudinal Scores
for Student Objective II

Sources ss df

Groups (adj.)

Within (adj.1)

21.149

1090.35

1*

95 11.48

Total (adj.) 1111.84 '96

C.1

1.87*

34
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Table 25

Peer. Attitudinal Means for Student Objective jz

Groups
Pretest Posttest Adjusted Posttest
Mean Mean Mean

Experimental I 28 19.82 19.61 19.51

Control 70 19.33 19.13

Table 26:

ANOCOVA Summary on Peer Attitudinal Scores
for Student Objective II

Sources SS df ms F

Groups (adj.)

Within (adj.)

2.21

1327.38 95 13.97

2.21 .16

Total (adj.) 1329.59 96-

35
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Table 27

Family Attitudinal Means for Student Objective II

Groups
Pretest Posttest Adjusted Posttest
Mean Mean Mean

Experimental I 20

Control 70

214.29

24.44

24.07

' 23.60

Table 28'

ANOCOVA Suftmary on Family Attitudinal Scores
for Student' Objective II ,

24.12

23.58

Sources * S df ms

Groups (adJ.) 5.84 1 5.84 .32

Within (adj.) 1712.34 18.0*

Total (adj.) 1718.18 96

. 36
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Table 29

Scho'ol Attitudinal 'Means for Student Objective It

01.

Groups

Experimental

Control

. ,.

Pretest Posttest Adjusted Posttest
.

Mean 'Meth . Mean

1
o

4

28 35.36 33,50 33.13

70 . 33.71 32.8.0 32.95

Tale 30

ANOCOVA Summary on School Attitudinal Sdores
for Student Objective II

Sources SS df MS F.

Groups (adj.)

Within (adj.)

.70

3698.29 ,

1

95'

.70

38.93

.02

Total (adj.) 3698.99 96

,

"1"
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The 'results zan,be summrized_brieflY by stating that none of -the

four attitu4inaI subscalesproduced:a_significantAlifferenoe be-_!:,
tween theadjuste&posttest means of the Ekperimental I and Contr61

Groups. This,..6f cburae, implies that for each subscale the average

gain (or loss.), of the Experimental I Group did riot differ signifi-
.oantly.fromthe average gain (or'loss) of the Control GrOup; In

,reality, on three of the subscales (Peers, Family, apd Schobl),.

mean losses in favorable attitude were'posted by 'both groups from
pretest to posttest. The Only subscale that registered a mean gain
in favorable attitude' was, t1ie Se.f subscale and in this case only
by, the Experimental .I Group.-

-

The instrument used in this year's project to assessrattitudinal
changes/was felt to be far more sensitive than last year's, in,stru-

ment since it was patterned after a standardized pest and contained

many more items. This latter advantage produced the desired score
variability that was badly lacking in last year's make-shaft test.
In ..spite of the above refinement, only small mean shifts mere ob-
served on the four ,subsoales apd on three of these the movement was
toward,a less favorable attitude. It.is'somewhat encouraging to
note that the Experimental Group I did show a mean gain of .5-toward

le. more favorable self-attitude. This rather' meager shift could re-
present a very important outcome since many authorities would argue
that a child must accept hiiaself before he accepts others: Overall,.
however, the results of this section were'quite disappointing and
dertainly suggest that Objective II was not satisfied.

,;
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Student Objec"tive Three -- First tear --",1971-:72.
- .

.

A. Students will actively engage parent participation in reading

reinforcement activities.

B. -Parent participation record form.

Evaluation - First Year - 1971 -72.

Beginning January 4, 'the form was sent home with students' assign-.

ments for parental signature indicating participation with child.
Forms were kept in studentdfile for record. As of March 31, 1972,
students' files contained a total record of 160 instances ,Of par-
'ental.signatures indicating, they had, participated with ;tie

in the assignmept described on the form.

-

Student Objective Three -- Second Year -- 1972- -73.

L

Students in Experimental Group I, who actively engage the family
members in reading reinforcement activities will show greater gain

ih re ad` competency that those students in Experimental Group I

who do not so'engage.

A' random sample of 20 p articipating,families will 58 interview
concerning the student/fakily reading activities. This will guar- -\

antee that the family participated in the student's program. A
statistical test will be'appl*,ed to the reading score of partici-

patirig Exp'drimental. Group students vs, the reading spores, of non-
participating Experimental' Group I students to determine level of

significant difference.;

Evaluation - Second Year - - 19/2=73.

Table. 31.
,

2.

Grade Equivalents Means, on` the SDRT Reading,'ComprehensioA
Subtest for Student Objective III'

Groups. N Pretest Pos ust;21)osttOst
Mean. '.'414pan

Home Assignment '20 ';,:ii.5 ., '.2'.98' ,3:05

e Control 18 2.58 3'41' ." 3.33.

O a
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Table 32

ANOCOVA Summary on the SDRT Reading Comprehension Grade Equivalent
Scores for Student Objective III

Sources, SS df ms

,;,Groups (adj.) .72 1 .72 .94
Within groups"(adj.) , 26.59 r 35 .76

Total :adj.) 27.31 36

Th6 evaluation of Objective III was carried out by employing ANOCOVA

on the pre and posttest grade equivalent scores for the $DRT reading.
comprehension gubtest.. Table 32 indicates that the f-ratio was non-

significant. Thus, it may he inferred that the Adjusted posttest

mean for thellome Assignment-group did not differ significantly from

the adjusted posttest mean for the control ,group. (See table 31).

Moreover, s close inspection of Table 31 indicates that both groups
made rather modest gains in mean grade equivalent scores from pre to

posttest.

Note: Student Objective Three was terminated after, the second year.

The objective was terminated because off' the difficulty encountered

.
in establishing a statistical design that would yield meaningful

resu'ts. In order to"develop this objective, the scope of the pro-

gram' would have had to have been expanded. This was financially

impossible.

52
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Student Objective Four" First Year -- 1971-72.

none

Student 0b)ective Four Second` Year -- 1972-73

Students that attend the Cent'ei,will increase their knowledge-in
reading-study skills.

Evaluation - Second Year - 1972-73.
"

The Work-Study Skills Test of the SRA Achievement Series was ad-
ministered pre-and post to determine if gain in knowledge of reading
skills had been attained by the student participants. The data was
treated statistically. The .05 level of significance was utilized.

Table 33

,Tests of Significance on SRA Work -Study, Skills,Grade Equivaleht
Scores for Grades 4,-6 for Student Objective IV

)

Pretest ,Posttest Difference
Grade . N Mean Mean Post-Pre', S.E

5
6

18
25
21

3.39
3.96
4.31

13.69

4.25
4.47

.30

':16

.20

.25

.20

1.50 NS
1.16 NS
.89 NS

The previous dattvindicatea_that Objective IV was, not fulfilled,
although moded;observed mean gains,were achieVed in work-study
skills at all grade levels. ;
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Aitudent'Objectikre Fakir ..- Third Year -- 1973 74.

,, . , . 7'
Note: This objective was identified as Stude t Objective Three

,

.
for the 1973-7,4 sc#obl year. but it should have beendan-j,

. tified as Student Objective Four. The prOlem,WaS caused
by the termination of StUdent Objective Three. Another
objective was added and should have replaced the'terminatea
objective. UnfortunateAy in developing the continuation "
report Objectives Four and Five were elevated one position'
and a new objective was introduced,as Student Objective Five.`
The correct orde'r is maintained in this report.

,,//

A. Students, grades 5, and 7 that attend the Center, will increase
their knowledge irk rea ing-study skills.

B. Reading-study skills evaluation will be administered pre and
posutilizing the SRA Work-Study Skills Test.

S

Evaluation - Third Yei4. - 1973-74.

The evaluation of Objective Four was conducted by using the t-test
on the gain scores associated with the SRA Work Study Skills Test
for the Experimental; group. Table 34 ,displays the results of this
analysis for each of -the grades 5-7. 4,0.1 ade levels,
mean improvement were realiied from pretest to,posttesi, but hese

itei htg
gains proved nonsignificant when the critical Statistical boundaries

.

were applied.

Table 34
4
A

,"
Tests ofSignificance on SRA Mork Study Skills Grlade Equivaliant

Scqres for Grades 5.7 'for Student Objedtlye FOrl
Of' .

"Grade N Pretest % Posttest.' Mqan S.E,.

Alean. '' 414ean -'' Gain

5 12 376 4 4.05 .17 1.71
6 19 3.76 . 4.49 .73 .38 1.92
7 9 3.52 4.21 .69 .36 1.92



a

f

e''The.previops data wciuld'spggest tha ObjectiVe'Pour was,not,fui-,

filled. However, modest obsery Elan gains were achieved in work-

'tudy skills at all .grade ,=ALt_gredes_.6 and. 7 these'gains.

r. excdeded the expected grade equi ent gain' over the-6.=.!Meinth span

between'gs'e and posttest. It is again conceivable that both the

short duratiOn of this program and ths.cumulltivefrustration on

the. art of the student contributed to these rgther small improve-

ments.
7--

-6

S.

Si:ecialWork Studies ,Student Oblective - Third Year- 1973-74- ,

Thirty 7th and 8th grade nts of the Millstadt Elementary

'School identified at deficie t in Reading Vocabulary and Reading
e

Work Study Skills will be provided with an individualized Geo-

graphical Educational Program that reinforces reading vocabulary

and reading work study skills. Twenty-seven of the thirty students

will again a minimum gain of at least one grade equivalent.' f.

Evaluation- Special Work Studies Objective -Third Year-1973-74.

The group performance part of this objective was evaluated by employ-,

ing the t-test on the grade equivalent gaid soores,from the Work

Study Test of the Iowa Test of Educational Develonment;(ITE077
Table 35'presente the 'Summary data for the specially selec,ted

group from both the 7th and 8th grades. The mean gains in,grOde

equivalent scores for both the 7th and 18th grade groups were sig-

nificantAieyond the .001 level. In additionl-bothmean gains were

substantially above the expected grade equivalent gain for the

elapsed time span from pretest to posttest.

. Table 35

Te4sts of Significance on4TEb Test W
Grade Equivalent Scores for the Special

Work Studis Student Objective
s?(3

, .
.

Grade N Pretest Posttest Mean S.E. T s

Mean Mean Gain

7
8

30
30

5.22
6.02

6.14
7.43

.20
..17

ti

.47

it



The individual
.categorized in
30 Students in
garnered gains

gains made by the 7th and 8tft gradetgroups are
Table 36. It indeed striking that 12 out of the
grade 71 and 17 out of the 30 Students in grade 8;
in excess of one grade equivalent.

Table 36

Numbers of Students Achieving Cer
Gains on the ITED Test W for th

Work Studies Student Ob

i. rade Equivalent
Special

ctive

Grade -

7

N Loss in
G.E.

No Gain
in G.E.

.1 G.E. to More than
1 G.E. 1 G.E.

30 8 0 10

30 1. 1 11

rrrrrrommom...1

12'

17,

The results on this Special Wvrk Studies Objective are quite im-
pressive. Not only were both s significant at the .001
level, but the 8th grade n was w 1 above the targeted one grade
equivalent level and the 7th grade gain approached coveted
level. No lea's impressive were the high frequencies of students
that made individual gains in excels.Of one grade equivalent.
Perhaps the only sour note was that the program .did not attain the
stringent criterion set initially of 27 out of 30 students with
minimum gains of-one grade equivalent. However, in retrospect this
goal seems very unrealistic. In summary, one is compelled to say
that the Individualized Geographical Edu ation Program instituted.
in this obtlqive was an unqualified succes
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Student Ob ect e Five -- First^Year -- 1971-72.

none

-tud nt Objective Five Secodd Year -- 197,273.

S tudents, as a group, in g rades one, two and threi that are in
the PLARC mater teacher individual reading program, will after five-
months of partiiipatiododemonstrate a gain in the attainment of
the specific reading behaviors: vocabulary and comprehension.

Participants will attain a mead gain sign ipa tly above one grade
equivalent on a standardized instrument measur ng the specific
reading behaviors of vocabulary and comprehension. _Eachlstudent
will attain a minimum gain of at least one grade equivalent. A
statistical hyphothesis test will be conducted on the group mean
gain equivalent scores. A tabulation will be made on the number.of-
students attaining a minimum of at least one grade equivalent.

Evaluation - Second Year - 1972-73
*

37

Test of Significance on Grade Equivalent Scores on the
Gates-MacGinitie Test for Grades 1-3 for Student Objective V

Grade Subtest N
Pretest
Mean

Posttest
- Mean

Difference,
Post-Pre SE 't

1 Vocabulary
1.11M.11,MII,

10 1.10 1.91 .81 .16 5.06**
Comprehension .38 1.82 .44 .17 '2.59*

2 Vocabulary 24 4 1.73 2.5o .77 .12 6.42**
Comprehension 1.69 2.25 .65 . .12 5.42*

3'
Vocabulary 17 2.12 I 2.73 .61 ';16 3.81**
Cothprehention 2.08 2.19 .11 .08 .1.38*

* p .05

** p .01
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_No pretest score was available for one subject on comprehension,

therefore means werebased on 23' subjects for this subtest.

This objective was evaluatedby conducting a t-test on the group

mean grade equivalent gain for both the Vocabulary and Com-.

prehension subtests for each - 1-3. A tabulation was made of

the number of students attaining a minimum gdn of at least one grade

-equivalent.

-Table 37 presents -the, results 'of the,success in meeting this ob-

jective. The' results are both disappointing and encouraging. In

terms of group data, it.can be seen that at each level. ( first,

second and third grade) the students as a group made significant

gains.

The first graders showed gaiels in vocabulary which were significant

at the .01 level, and gains in comprehension which were significant

at the .05 level... This was found 'in spite of the fact that for

first graders, more than half of'the group performed at the lower

'limit .of the test in gradeequivalent scores on the pretest. This

means thati in many cases, gains of several raw score points could

have been effected with absolutely no corresponding gain in grade

equivalent snore. In terms of individual gains, only 3 of the .I0

students gained as much as one year in grade equivalent scores on

vocabulary, and 2 of the 10 students eXperience this much gain in

comprehension. However, In'assesling the Success of tie program,

it should be remembered that in parting with a group thich has

problems in teadingi.it is ndot unusual for such a. group to fail to- __

register any gains at all dUring a'brief interval such a the 5

month duration of thd. experimental program

The.second graders performed much better /as a grpup, in that

differences in gain scores in both vocabulary and comprehension

were found to be 'significant at the .ta of. the 2!

students attained' a gain, of one year or moxeTn'grade.equivalent
'scores in vocabulary, and 7 of 2t5 improved one .year or more.in

grade equivalent' score in ;tile .areasof Comprehension. the

criterion used-were;' equal to itha'a'ctUal tpie inraved f4 grade

equivalent score of .5) thenin vobabui.ar7, tW24 were.suc-

spsstul in keeping abres.st of.the.progreSs 'ciraverage students, and

T3 of 23 reached that level in comprehension..' ''

The third graders showed -improvements similar to the other two groups

in the area of vocabulary, where a diYference significant at the .01

leVel was found. However, the pre and post test ,means in tompre-

.
hension, were not significantly different from o another. In

addition; only 5 of -17 students on the vocabu y subtest and 0

of 17 on the comprehension subtdst made.gai of one or more grade

e valents.
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In terms of the overall effectiieness of the program in realizing
Objective y, qualified 'success was achieved in grades 1 and 2, with
greater s'u'ccess at the second grace', where the mean gain in cam -
'prehension was greater,thin the length of time lapsed. This is
especially, important in light of the study having begun with studedS:
who were behind their age-placement, thus indicating a history of
less than average progress.

Finally, it should be indicated why the word "qualified" was used
to describe the success under thil objectiVe. In the strict sense
of the statement of this rather "lofty" objective, the grade groups
did not attain mean gains significantly 'above one-grade equivalent,
nor did a substantial number of students as individuals advance one
grade equivalent or more. However, in view of the time limits
imposed on the treatment, the sheer number of significant gains under
this objective' would attest to its success, especially when the
target populationis one already identified as experiencing dif-

'ficulty in reading achie'vement.

Student Objective' TAve -- Third Year -- 1973-74.

Students, as a group in grades kindergarten, one, two, three, four
that are in the PLARC Mcster Teacher Individual Reading Program
will after five months of participation attain a mean gain sig-
nificantly above one grade equivalent on a standardized instrument
measuring the spe'cifip reading behaviors of Vocabulary and Compre-
hension. Each student will attain a minimum gain of at least one
grade equivalent. 4,

Evaluation -.Third Year - 1973-74-

The group performance part of Objective Five was evaluated by con-
ducting a t-test on the group mean grade equivalent gain scores
for both the vocabulary and comprehension subtests of the Gates-
MacGinitie Test. -for each grade 2-4. Table 38 reports the results
of the statistical-tests. Since only posttest scores were avail-
able for the PLARC studbnts in grade 1, no results are reported
for _this. grade in the table.
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Table 38,

Tests of SignificanCe on Grade Equivalent Scores on the Gates-
MacGinitie Test -for Grades 2-4 for Student Obj. V.

Grads Subtest N Pretest
Mean

Posttest , Mean S.E.
Mean Gain

t

Vocabulary 1.93 2.57 1-.64 - .23 2.78*
2 Comprehension 9 1.81. 2.06 .25 .18 1.39

/(- 31
Vocabulary
Comprehension

2.56
2.21

3.38
2.89

.82 .26-

.68 .26
5.15**
2.69*

Vocabulary 2.67 2.79 a.03 .30 .10

Comprehension 2.23 2.23 .00 .29 .00

p 0
* p(.05

Examination of Table 38 shows,that vocabulary gains for grades 2
and 3 were statistically significant at the,.05 and .01 levels re-
spectively.' Comprehension gains were significant for only,grade 3
and attained only, the .05 level in this instance. Since many stu-

. ddnts in grade 4 had only posttest data available, the statistical
`test based on a sample size of 3 for this grade haivelittle
meaning in terms of success o'r failure of the objective.

Additional light is shed on the evaluation of Objective Five by
studying the_ihdividual gains for the students in grades 2 and 3.
The breakdown of this data is given in Table 39.



Nr

Table 39

Numbers of PLARC_ Students in Grades Aotieving
Certain Grade Equivalent Gains on the

Gate4s MacGinItie Test for Student Objective Five

Grade Subtest N Loss in No Gain .1 G.E. to More than
G.E. in G.E. 1 G.E. 1 G.E.

Vocabulary
Comprehension

Vocabulary
Comprehension

Vocabulary
Comprehension

13

3

13 0 .

1
5 3

( 1

2 1 (
14. 6

03 2

2 0 1

1 1 1

0,
0

Probably the most striking feature of this table i that 6 out of

the 13 studentsjirp grade 3 made vocabulary of more than one

grade equivalent 'core. Also 8 out of the same 13 students made
comprehension gains of from .1 to 1 grade equivalent score. At

the second grade level it can be seen that many of the gains in

both vocabulary and comprehension piled up-in the .1 to 1 grade

equivalent category.

In terms of overall effectiveness of the master teacher program in
realizing Objective\Five, great success was achieved at grade 3.

Although bath the mean gains in vocabulary and comprehension fell

short of the desired goal of one grade equivalent or More, both

were statistically significant and were greater than th4 elapsed
length of time for this years program. Moreover, on an individual
basis, almost one-half of these students tallied gains in excess
of one grade equivalent score on the vocabulary subtest. At grade'

2, the success of the program was-somewhat limited. The vocabulary

gain was significant and also above the elapsed program time, but
the compre1f11449rIgain did not achieve such prominence. Of course,

far too few observations were available at grade 4 to Make any ac-

curate .statements. All things considered, these results must be
interpreted as satisfying Objective Five in spirit if not in letter.
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Student Objective Six -- Third. Year -- 1973-74.

A. Identify learners with perceptual and auditory deficiencies,

age five to twelve,_grades k-4, and prescribe and initiate a per-

ceptual-auditory education program for each deficient learner.

After one year of treatment each learner will demonstrate signi-

ficant gain in-auditory and perceptual skills that are directly

relAted to the basic tasks of Reading.

B. The auditory analysis test and the visual analysis test will

be administered to all k-4 students that have previously been iden-

tified by their classroom teachers and/or diagnostic reading tests

as being deficient in reading readiness or reading skills. These

tests will be administeredat the students attendance center during

the first two weeks of September. Students that demonstrate an

auditory or perceptual dysfunction will begin attending the Center

the second week of October and their attendance will terminate

the last week of April. The instructional time shall consist of

a minimum of 'a day per week. The student will be guaranteed a
minimum of two hours of correctional instruction 6 the area of

his diagnosed dysfun tion. The perceptual/auditory curriculum

materials to be utili ed will be those that have been developed

at the D Center o the-University of Pittsburgh;,
4

C. The AAT, VAT and The Gates MacGinitie Tests will be adminis-

tered on the pre-post basis to the participants. The raw gain

scores of the AAT and VAT and grade equivalent gain scores on the

Gates-MacGinitie will be computed. Using .01 as the level of sig-

nificance, the mean gain scores of these instruments will be tested

for statistical significance.

In addition, each individual's gain scores on the Gates-MacGinitie
will be examined and compared to a-atialie equivalent gain criterion,

of .5.

Evaluation - Third Year -1973-74:-

, The data available for analysis under Objective Five was much less

than the 'original plan prescribed. No groups of kindergarten
students who were identified as having auditory or perceptual
dysfunctions constituted the experimental and control groups. The

experimental group received six montho of instruction using the
perceptual/auditory curriculum material's dereloped at the Udiversity

of Pittsburgh. Posttest scores on the Gates-MacGinitie Readiness
Test weze obtained for both groups and statistically analyzed via

the t -test. Table 40 gives:the results of this test.
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Table 40'
r .

. .

Test of Significance on Gates:-MacGinitie Readiness Scores
for Perceptual-AAditory PrograM in Student Objective SIX

GrOups Means Difference SE t

Experimental

COntrol

12

21

76.08

65.52
10.56 4.98 2:12*

p

The observed-difference in .posttast means
twas 10i56 in favor of the

Experimental Group. This difference produced a t--Nalide"of 2.12
which iiras significant at the. .05 level: ..

>-,

1 .
In terms ofthe original Statement of Objective Six, 'the resultb
'reported in thiS Section can only be inteipreted as partially
.fulfilling.thip.objective.', Since only kinddiigarten Arid posttest
data were available the significant findings certainly diminish
the internal.and external ridity of the experjment.

. ,

. . -.:. .
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SECTIV-7II- A. OBJECTIVES THAT HAVE BE:Eii .

. Teacher Objective One,

Teachers in grades (1-3) (4-6) (7-8) who 'participate irrin-.

service training, sessions at 'the Center will demonstrate com

petency in diagnosing reading skills to 90% cirterion.

2. 'Technique for Evaluation.

A

The, fiest year of the program the mastery technique was used

to assess objective attainment.
1

'd
/

. A new pbdject director was employed for the second and third

,

.yearsof,the program, and the project director and program

evaluators determined that the utilization of themastery

tec 'hnique provided a poor statistical evaluation of objective

attainment. Therefore tnW technique for evaluation for the

second .and third years or the program4s changed to read as

follows:

`pre -post test utilizing a statistical t-test will be

used to assess success.
t

Theobjective'.for.the second and -third year was changed

-!=

'readread as follows:
: .

.Teachers ingrades (,4-.6) (7-8),who participate in in-

-seryice training seseio s at the Center will show sig-,

nificant-' ains at the level in'the ability to diagnose

readiWg behavior.'

64
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ff

3.,',SumMary EValuation.

'Year One; Nine of twelve teachers from grades one", two and
): three Achieved the desired 90%, coMpetencY criterion.

ptp Year Tki.and Three: '7hp teacherebfrod grades foi.lr through
eight attained gains significant at the .01 level.

Factors that Facilitated AccoMplishmerlt.

The inservice training program was extensive andtcOnsisted

f summer workshops, nine Saturday li,46rkshops during each

chool year, plus.a minimum of three half days of released :time

during the school year. The inservice programs were reading'

Orientated.

b) The teachers employed by 'the projebt functiop as master:

teachers and worked directly with the class', om teachers. This

.phase of th

program aspe ts for the successful a4'

ogram probably was more re ponsible than other
,

inment of this objective

c) A realistic,prelodst video test was developed and thereby

a simulated real teacher diagnostic technique was evaluated.

S
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1.. Teacher` Objective Three.'

Teachers in grades (1-3) (4-6)- (7-8) will demonstrate increased

ability to prescribe appropriate materials for the development

of specific reading behaviors.

2. Technique for Evaluation.

'1

The first project year a.,,pi4e/post test comparison Baas utilized
.

but no statistical technique was employed. This resulted in

providing a non-relevant evaluation. An evaluation -technique

was made by the new project director and the project. evaluators

and thdrefdretheevaluation technique employed for the final,

two Project iears'waS a pre /post test employing a statistical

t -te.st to assess success.

Summary Evaluation.
- *

,

..
, 9

."Year 'One: Teachers grades one; two and thr,e&-improVed by an
average score of 4.4 in the ability to list various re-
mediation techniques.

YearTwo: "Teachers in grades fout4 fiye.and six demonstrated
a gain in the ability to select appropriate remediation
'PtectAniies significant at the .05 level. "

Year hree: Touchers in grades seven and (Alight demonstrated
a gain in the ability to select appropriate remediation
technique bUt the gain did not reach statistical sig-

.

nificanCe. .t

4. FaCtors that Pecilitated Accomplishment.

a) The extensive inservice training program. See,Teacher

Objective One, Page 1.

4



b) The realistic nature of the test in an applied setting was

facilitative, but might have workpd against this particular
4

objective in that the identification of appropria)e remediation

techniques was contingentupori correct diamosid. of a reading

problem. This is ideal iniofar as measuring a useful improve -

ment, but greater success might have been seen if a more

artificial test had bedn used in which remediation techniques

I ad, ,been matched with pre-identified reading' problem' in a

rote- learning fashion.

4
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1. TeacherObjective Four.
..,

Teachers ingradee.(1-3). (4-6),t7-8) will, increase competency
.. ..

.

in deVelolaing appropriate evaluation (gpsstioning)'dsVices

fl

5

.for reading comprehension. .

Techniquefor Evaluation.
. ,

- ,

For the three pro jest years the teachers were'expected to

demonstrate the ability to increase their utilization of the

evaluative and the. interpretive type of queitions and simul-
. .

taileously decrease their utilizatiqm of the literal type of

questions;

First year a pre -poet teat comparison

tical test was 'conducted.

was made but no statia-
a.

A corrections'in the statistical teqhdique was, made'for the

second and third project ylars.

For the second and third years a pre-post test utilizing a
0 ,, --i

stAtistical. t-test was used to assess success..
',P,

n

Summary Evaluation.
. -

"

Year. One: 'Sizable. gains 'were observed.ln interpretive and ,

evaldative type questions utilized by teachers in grades.
. . (

one, tr and three.
.

0
a

.
.

,

Year Two: Teachers.ina'grades four, five and six demonstrated
gainin the utilliatiOn of interpretiVe apd evaluative
type questions significant the .01 level.

.

.....N. .

. Year Three: 'Teeahem in grades seven and eight` demonstrated
. sizable gain in the utilizatioh.of interpretive and'eval-

:
,

.

la tive typo quesi6ne but the gain did
potieaoh.st

ati s

-
'

tical.'signifiCanoe. . -.. ; ,

. .,



Factors that Facilitated AccampIihment.

A. The extensive inservice training program.

Objective One on page

B. The outstanding consul

Richardson, Ph.D. Ed., S..I

Geneyieve Langston, Ph.D.

C. Master teachrs Miss

working diligent34i with

See Teacher

service provided by Mrs. Ruth
t

., Edwardsville, Illinois and Mrs.

ureka College, Eurekit, Ill.

B4y Reed

$ Ed.

Katen Hutcheson and Mrs.

projecttBachers on a one to one basis.



1. Teacher Objective Five.

Teachers in grades (1-3) (4-6H7-8) will increase content

knowledge about the langUage arts process.

Techniques for Evaluation.

The statistical design for the first project year was nebulOus.

The relationship' between procedures for objective accomplish-

went and objective,avaluation was very poor.

The first year evaluation was redundant and therefore the

second and third year the objective was utilized as a,s6imary

objective, and the techniqu loyed was to'summarize the.

accomplishment of objectives one thr.h four.

410

3. iSummary Evaluation.

Year One:' Teachers in grades one, two and three demor4tEEr.bed-
gains in the acquisition of content knowledge in language
arts significant at the .01 level.

Year Two: Teachers in grades four, five and six demonstrated
significant statistical gain for objectives one, three
and _four. rnerefore,'based on a review of individual
teacher objectives; this objective was succepefully___,
accomplished.

Year Three: Teachers in grades seven em,d_eight demonstrated_ .

gains for objective one, three and fOur. Therefore;
based on a review of individual teacher actives, this
objective was marginally successful' because s tistical
significance was not attained for each objective.

I
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1. Teacher Objective Six -- Third Year" -- 1973774.

A Sequential Reading Curriculum written in objective form,

that provides the learner with the opportunity to utilize

alP3itatestyles of learning how to read and provides the .

teacher with the opportunity to match varied types of educa-

ti9nal materials and equipment to the learners individual styles,

will be developed for utilization of the seven cooperating

-----sqhool districts. The curriculum, will be completed by April

7, 1974.

2. Technique for. Evaluation.

Survey of teachers concerning potential utilization.

Summari\Evaluatton.

Evaluation-Third Year-1973-74.

Sequential Reading Curriculum written in objective form was

developed by April 7, 1974 and reproduced by April 30, 1974

and distributed to all teacher .participants May 24, 1974. A

survey or the teachers indicates that 60% intend to utilize the

curriculum as an aid for planning their instructional reading

program.

4. Factors .that Facilitated Accomplishment.

The ability of the Paderborn reading. specialists to organize

the reading curriculum in objective form contributed to ob-

.

jective accomplisheient.
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1. Student Objective One.

A. Students, grade-511-3) (4-7), will increase their, competency,
-

in reading in the following patterns: using a 90% confidence

.level it is possible to say that any student moving 1.28

standard error units has gained in a non-random mariner. That.

is; over the long run, a gain of 1.28,or more SEM units would

occur by chance 10% (or less) of the time.

B. For project years two and three the gain scores of Exper-

imental Groups I and II will, be compared.tc the gain scores of

the Control Group.

77-
2. Technique for Evaluation.

Project Year One: Two experimental groups were utilized.
One group was comprised of the students attending the
Center for reading assistance and one group was receiving
help in their schools.

The evaluation methodology consisted of utilizing the con-
. fidence level approach of assessing individual gains.

Projedt Year Two-and Thrte: Two experimental groups (one at
the Center and one in the schools) mere compared with
a control group of students attending a school that did
not receive program treatment.

The evaluation methodology consisted of an analysis,of
covariance to determine statistical significance_and of
assessing individual-gain by utilizing the confidence
level approach.

3. Summary Evaluation:

Year One: UAzing the confidence level it can be stated that
succesg"kas attained, &n theta range of 60%-to 90% of
the students achieved significant gains in either vocab-
ulary and/or comprehension.
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Year Two:- Utilizing an analySis Of covariance a statically
significant differencein posttest adjusted means. was
found (grade five at the .01 level and grade six at the

.05 level).- The differences were in favor *of the groups
be)ng helped in the regular classroom through the use of

a%'Master teacher.

. -

Confidence levels indicated significant gain that ranged

from 65% to(100%.

Year Three: No significant differences were found to fOor
the experimental groups.

Confidence levels indicated significant gain that ranged

from 45% to 72%.
.

The objective was met successfully, particilarly in the child's

10
first year of program participation and at the lower grade

levels. The second year of program operation produced the

greatest statistical gain. This is the only program year in

Which the master teacher was scheduled into the regular

teat ers classroom for a minimum of'One half hour per week.

iruri the first year of the program the master teacher cObosPt

was not utilized and during the third year' of the program, a

rigid schedule was not imposed because the classroom teacher was
.

allowed the option of requesting aid or rejecting aid completely.

The estatistical results of this program seem to indicate that

the utilisation of a master teacher in the regular classroom-

tc; aid the classroom teacher is an efficient method of,improving

the reading skills of children, provided a definite schedule

7is establishpd for master teacher -
classroom teacher cooperation.

a

Factors that Facilitated Accomplishment.
0

The inaervice training program provided teachers with more

expertise in the teaching of reading.

61
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The master teacher concept provided a-speciai,ist at the dis-

posal of the classroom teacher.

A learning center prOvided a model enabling the schools and

teachers to begin to individualize instruction.

The earlier a child *as identified as a disabled reader and

provided a reading program: the more successful the attainment

of this objective.

.ea
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1. Studefft O4bjective Four.

"Students that attend the Center will increase their knowledge

in reading study skills. (grades 4-6) and (5-7):

2. Technique for Evaluation.

Year One:. Objective wasn't included..

Year Two: Pre-post test comparison using a t-test on gains
in the S.R.A. Work Study_ Skills.

Year tie: AL-Pre-post tes comparison using a t-test on gains
the S.R.A. Work Stu Skills.

B. A pre-post test c arison utilizing t-tests on gains
on the Iowa Test of Educational Development Test W-york ,

studies. _

Note: A co centrated educational effort was conducted
for ne school district. Special work studies'
obj ctive was established for this group of 7th
'and th grade students._

3. Summary Evaluation.

A. 'Pre-post,test scores,were subjected to t-test of gains.

For both years gains were observed but they-did not reach

statistical significance.

B.' A pre-post test comparison utilidng a t-test revealed gains

significant at the .001 1 eV91.

//

4. Factors that Facilitated Aecomplishment.

The success of the objective was minimal because the basic

objective assumed that 'reading study .skills would improve along .

with general improvement in reading. "Although observedgains

-were obtiiined, they were not statitiaaily.significant. However,

-1
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I

the ,`specific objective in year th.tee for 7th -and 8th grade

students, concentfated upon improving work study skills. These

students did demonstAte significant gains at the .001. There -

fore, oncentration:Upon the development of work study

by the students facilitated, objective accompliihment.

64
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1. Student' Objective Five Second and Third' Years:=1972-24:
d'S*

Students, as a group, in- grades one,-two, three, four that'are

in the PLARC Master TeaCher Individual Reading Program will

after five months of partiapation attain a mean gain- signifi-

, /
cantly above one grade equivalent on a standardized instrument

measuring the specific reading, behaviors acid Can

preh**.on. Each student will attain a minimum gain of at'

least one grade equivalent.

3

2. Technique' for Evaluation.
t, .t

A t-test -of mean gains by grade leV'el was utilized.

3. Summary Evaluation.

1972-73: Students in gtades 1, 2 and 3 demonstrated iiignificant

improvement in bath vocabulary and comprehension at either-:the-
. .

.01 or-the .05 lVel.

1973-74: Students in grades/4 and 3 demoPstrafed significant'

,

improvement in vocabulary at tide .01 or the_ .05 level: S.,tu4entg

. -

in grades 3 deMOnstrated dignificant improvameiri'in 'cbmprehension

at the .05 level.
%,.

The fourth grade sampl was exceedingly small and no-significant.
4

improvement wee' d nstrated.

4. Factors tat acilitated Accomplishment.
4 4 A '

o

The opportunity Ito diaglibse ItuOnt reading defic.iarthies at an

early age, -4nd there* providb an individualizedfrsadifig prograis
. _

based upon ihdividuals needs,: was the major-,!factofhat:facil-
,,

... '

, -,-
.

itated.abjective accomplishment.
.

,-,
f.. _1765 -, -_ , .,
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Yrho cooperation of the classroom teacher and the

(Reading Specialist)`ipdiagnOaing and planning

individualized reading program also contributed

;attainkent.

IC

master teacher

the student's

to objective

,
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1. 'Sfu'dent Oplective Six -- Third Year -- 1971-74..

Identify learners with 'pereeptual'and auditory deficiencies,

age five to'twelve, graded k-4, and prescribe and initiate

a perctptual-auditory-education program for each deficient

learner. Aftai,one year of treatment each learner will demon-

strate significant gain in auditory and perce-Ptual skills that

are directly related to the basic 'tasks of reading.

Technique for Evaluation..

It was impossible to incorporate students from grades' 1; 2,

3 and L therefore, the data available for analysis under

/

Objective spc weitmuch lead than the original plan prescribed.

Two groups of kindergarten students who were identified as.

/
havi ',auditory or perceptual dysfunctions constituted tt

7txpt imental and control groups. The experimental group re-

ceived six months of instruction using the perceptual/auditory

.curriculum materials develdped at the University of Pittsburgh.,
./'

Posttest' scores of the Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Test were

obtained for both groups and statistically analyzed via the

t-test.

Summary Evaluation.

In terms of the original

reported in this'' section

/'

statementof ObjtctiVe Six,\ttht rdsult
.1.

can only be interpreted-as partially

fulfil4ng this objective.' S1kce only kindergarten and post-

4

1

test data uere ava4able,: the significant fin tf

.r
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dimlnish the internal and external validity of the experiment.
..._

. . .

The objectj.ve was attained for the kindertarten liartitipants

as indicated by'the following table:

Test of Significance on Gates-MacGinitie Readiness
Scores for Perceptual-Auditory Program in Student Obj. VI

Groups,

Experimental '12 76.08' .

10.56

Means

1

Difference SE

21 65,52
4.98 2.12*

This observe'd difference in positest:meani was 10.56 in favor

of the experimental group. This diffeience produced a t -'value

of 2.12 which was significant at the .05 leVel.

Lo, .
Factors that Facilitated Accomplishment.

,A master teacher utilizing the Rosner Visual, and Auditory

Perceptual Skill's Program as a kindergartan.instruational

program.

/
'
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, 1. Program Obftective.

The goal of Original program was the development of a

Language Artp Reading Center. Tas,was not written in per-
,

fbrmance terms but an attempt is made tosalbate accomplishment,
, 4 .

2. -Technique for_ Evaluation.
, .

0 ,

.

Subjective evaluation by the project director based On baseline

data. ,Therefore the evaluation is based on three components

which are:

First, was the Center established:

Second did the Center aid teachers and student0

Third, did? the Center have,a diredt- effect upon the instructional

Program of teachers participating in the, project?

Summary Evaluation. .

1. The center was established and did serve as a reading/

'language, arts center. It was utilited as an inservice trdin-

hgcenter and as an instructional center' for students ideb-

tified as deficient readers. Teacher participation as demon-
. .

sbrated by dissemination requests and attendande at the center',

for 'workshops and aassrooM demonstration ipdiaates successful
.

goal attainment.'

2; The statistical gains demonstrated by the evaluation of the .

teacher and student objectives indicatei that the center was

'a contributing factor.. .

r

-
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3. The development of learning',centers in three of thesU

participating schpols can be attributed to"ths Language Arts

and Reading Center.

Factors that Facilitated Accomplishment.

1., The Title III, E.S.E.A. program.

2. The consultants and Paderborn staff.
.

3. The leadership of the Smithton School District specifi6a1.ly
Mr. Henry J. Mahat, Superintendent and Smithton School Board'.

4. .The acceptance and need of teachers in Southern

. ,

, #
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SECTION II - B. OBJECTIVES .NOT ACCOMPLISHED.-- .

1. Teacher Objective Two.
.

Teacher\Lgrades one, two and three wilkdemondtrate com-

petency to g up students homogeneously for instruction in

rel tion to s"lcill deficiencies to 90% performance criterion.

ue for Evaluatibn. 4

The stery'technique was utilized for statistical evaluation.

The teachers were required to group students for instruction

upon the students demonstrated sap: deficiency aS

assessed by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. The teacher

assessment waswai expected to correspond with the grouping of

-four%program reading expert-s.4

.

3. Summary Evaluatidn.

Eight of seventeen teachers attained the 90% performance
'

crlteriOn duriag.fhe first project year. For the"second pro-
;

ject year four b10"nty-four teachers agiseed with the expeets.
,J

The tes4idis did b.tain competency in grouping students accord-
.

ing to their needs as determined by the Stanfogd-Diagn tic

;

. Reading Test.

1.1.yeasons for Failin 'nil
A

1' h the Ob ective.

The objective was poorly ±1tbe

)
to a testing instrument. The tes 'determine t grouping

The teachers during the

first project year were actually r 'uping children according

8

- 1



procedures; therefore-, if the teachers read and followed the to -st

maduaa they would, attain 100% competency,.

A correction in the procedures was attempted for the second

year and the teachers were expected to group according to -
s

criteria.: esta blished by utilizing the results of grouping

pe formedsby reading experts. The evaluation procedure

established that the classification by the reading specialist

might.be in error ar.at least no more'correct than the

groupings done by the classroom teachers.

This objective was terminated after two years because the ob-:

jective dTn't provid4 valid statistical results.

)

The basic goal of the objective was ambitious bvt the,devel-
V

c.
4;

opment of a statistical design that would return acceptable

statistical data could not'be accomplished for the third pro-

gram year. This objective would rtquire a complete program.*

In fact the objective mirrorswhat'the university is attempting

to accomplish in their diagnostic reading courses for teachers.

. 4
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I. Student Objective TwO,.

,Students in Grade's (1-3) (4-6) (5-7) in schools affected by

Title III, E.S.E.A. Paderborn Project willindicate a greater

satisfaction

1) with school in general

2) with reading as a 'subject

3).with self-achievement in r\ading than those students

in the school not affected by Title III, E.S.E.A.

2. .Technique for Evaluation.

Year cone: A locally 'devised instrument was utilized. Ant
aQalysis of variance of posttest scores ,was conducted.

Year Two: "A locally genvated attitude survey was emPloyed.
A statistical t-test on posttest scores was conducted.

Year Three: A standardized irument was Utilized. An an6S-
ysis of covariance was employed on posttest scores.

3. Summary Evaluation.

Year One: Posttest scores *1 d no significant difference.

Year Two: A statistical t-test posttest scores yielded
no significant difference.

Year Three: An.analysis of covariance.was employed and the
adjusted posttest means revealed no significant differences.

4.- Reasons for Failing to Accomplish the Objective.

-The whole area of attitude measurement is ifficult'especially

for the age. groups involved in the project.

Attitudes are long- standing in nature, and there is some

, quesW.on as to the ability of treatment, to change them its. a

short.trootmeDt period.4. 4k
a
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1, Student dbjective Three. .

a

Students in Experimental Group I, who actively engage family

members in reading reinforcement Activities.will show A,,ekter

gain in reading competency than those students in Experimental

Gioup Iwho do not so engage.

2. Technique for Evaluation.

Year One: Subjective evaluiltinn based on anecdotil data.

Year Two: An analysis of covariance was utilized with the
adjusted kosttest means on the Stanford Diagnostic
Reading Compwhension Subtest scores to compare groups.

.

3. Summary Evaluation.-

Year One:-Pneir'stapistical design;, therefore data could not
evaluated.

Year Two: No significant. differences were obtained.

4. Reasons for Failing to Accomplish the Objective.
- 7

,This objective was terminated at the end of the seCond program

. year because'of the difficulty in establishing an evaluation

procedure that world benefi ial data. This objective"

was global and therefore the scop of the Program would h

'had to have been expanded and th s was financially impossible.,,,

The meager statistical results indicates that aid at home. does

not aid the student'a achievement in school. In order to,

verify this statement an extensive study must be londucted.
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